Sign-in to the Modules

Once the modules are registered, they are automatically transferred to the current semester until the successful completion of your studies.

1 In the navigation, click on Studies under the tab "Start".

2 In the navigation, click on Registration (Studies -> Registration).

3 In the navigation, click on Modules |Classes (Studies -> Registration -> Modules | Classes).
3 In the navigation, click on **Obligatory Modules** (Studies -> Registration -> Modules | Classes -> Obligatory Modules).

1 Select the requested module and click on the button **Register**. (Here the example "Application of Computational Methods in Engineering")

1 Please check the correctness of the module registration and click the button **Next**.
1 Click the button **Submit** to sign-in to the module.

1 Please make sure that your sign-in was successful (check the advice) and click the button **Back to registration**.
To sign-in to other modules, continue with the instructions described above.

If you would like to choose modules from another catalog (Obligatory Modules/ Elective Modules), please go back to Studies -> Registration -> Modules | Classes.

If you have any problems, please contact our office for Students Affairs.
Contact BIW: studienbuero.bu@mailbox.tu-dresden.de